
 

 
 ShoutBox Non Farm Payroll Contest Rules 

 
1. To submit your NFP forecast post your forecast on the ShoutBox on SimpleFX             

platform. 
2. To take part in NFP Contest you must be at least 18 years old. 
3. Employees of SimpleFX and their family members cannot take part in SimpleFX            

Contests. 
4. The prize pool for the winners is presented in the Contest notification or mailing: as a                

text and/ or presented in the Contest image. 
5. It is only allowed to post the predictions until 15 minutes before official NFP result is                

released. 
6. The Prize will be added to winner`s SimpleFX account and will be available to trade               

or withdraw subject to Terms of Use and Customer Agreement and points 8-9 of this               
T&C. 

7. One person can only submit one answer for each Contest. If several answers are              
submitted by one person, all of them will be excluded from NFP Contest. 

8. If more than one person makes a correct answer, Prize will be divided equally for all                
winners. 

9. If the correct answer is not given, a person(s) with the closest forecast will get (share)                
the Prize. 

10. To enter the contest type “NFP”, “nfp”, “nfp contest” ect. and then the number of your                
prediction to Shoutbox. For example, correct forecast format should look like:           
NFP 100k, NFP contest: 86k, nfp 300k, ect. 

11. Enter your forecast with “+” meaning number will be positive, or “-“, “−“ meaning              
number will be negative. If your forecast is submitted without any sign it will be               
treated as a positive number. 

12.  “k”, “K”, “к” or “К”  next to answer will be recognized as thousands. 
13. The Prize will be added in Bitcoin or in any other currency chosen by SimpleFX at its                 

sole discretion.  
14. The Prize will be credited to winner`s SimpleFX account within ten business days             

after account number confirmation is made by SimpleFX representative. 
15. SimpleFX will not be liable for any margin call or losses that the Client may suffer                

from trading during the time of the Contest, including but not limited to losses due to                
Stop-out Level, after the Prize amount is added to winner`s account and their             
account leverage is changed to a lower level. 

16. NFP Contest can be terminated anytime without prior notice. 
17. Decisions taken by SimpleFX representatives on running NFP Contest are deemed           

as final. 
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https://simplefx.com/resources/SimpleFX_TermsOfUseAndCustomerAgreement.pdf


 

 
 Facebook Non Farm Payroll Contest Rules 

 
1. To take part in a NFP Contest like 👍 our Facebook Fanpage. 
2. To submit your NFP forecast comment the Contest post and enter your answer             

along with your SimpleFX account number. 
3. The prize pool for the winners is presented in the Contest post: as a text and/ or                 

presented in the Contest image. 
4. To take part in NFP Contest you must be at least 18 years old. 
5. Employees of SimpleFX and their family members cannot take part in SimpleFX            

Contests. 
6. Forecast with non-existing or without SimpleFX account number is not valid and does             

not take part in NFP Contest. 
7. It is only allowed to post the predictions until 15 minutes before official NFP result is                

released. 
8. It is only allowed to change the comment to correct SimpleFX account number – this               

change can be only done till 15 minutes before official NFP result is published. 
9. The Prize will be added to winner`s SimpleFX account and will be available to trade               

or withdraw subject to Terms of Use and Customer Agreement and points 11-12 of              
this T&C. 

10. One person can only submit one answer for each Contest. If several answers are              
submitted by one person, all of them will be excluded from NFP Contest. If a               
person`s forecast is changed, it will be excluded from NFP Contest. 

11. If more than one person makes a correct answer, Prize will be divided equally for all                
winners. 

12. If the correct answer is not given, a person(s) with the closest forecast will get (share)                
the Prize. 

13. Enter your forecast with “+” meaning number will be positive, or “-“, “−“ meaning              
number will be negative. If your forecast is submitted without any sign it will be               
treated as a positive number. 

14.  “k”, “K”, “к” or “К”  next to answer will be recognized as thousands. 
15.  The Prize currency must match the winner`s currency of SimpleFX account number. 
16. The Prize will be added in Bitcoin or in any other currency chosen by SimpleFX at its                 

sole discretion.  
17. The Prize will be credited to winner`s SimpleFX account within ten business days             

after account number confirmation is made by SimpleFX representative. 
18. SimpleFX will not be liable for any margin call or losses that the Client may suffer                

from trading during the time of the Contest, including but not limited to losses due to                
Stop-out Level, after the Prize amount is added to winner`s account and their             
account leverage is changed to a lower level. 

19. NFP Contest can be terminated anytime without prior notice. 
20. Decisions taken by SimpleFX representatives on running NFP Contest are deemed           

as final. 
21. By entering this Contest, you shall indemnify SimpleFX and Facebook as well their             

respective directors, officers, employees, agents, contractors and licensors and keep          
the SimpleFX and Facebook indemnified on demand in respect of all liabilities, costs,             
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https://www.facebook.com/simplefxltd/
https://simplefx.com/resources/SimpleFX_TermsOfUseAndCustomerAgreement.pdf


 

 
claims, demands, lawsuits, actions, proceedings, investigations, liabilities, damages,        
losses, costs or expenses, including reasonable attorneys’ fees and expenses of any            
nature whatsoever [“A complete release of Facebook”] which the SimpleFX or           
Facebook suffer or incur as a direct or indirect result of any failure of your obligations                
laid down by Facebook in its policies and other regulations regardless of its name or               
character in connection with this Contest. 

22. The Contest is in no way sponsored, endorsed or administered by, or associated with              
Facebook. 
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